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Season 3, Episode 6
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When Pigs Fly



The Talisman power of Levitation has been tracked to Malaysia where Jackie battles the Dark Chi Enforcers for the special rooster. On the return home, Uncle informs Jackie that he has trakced the heat-beam talisman power to a pig in Kansas. He and Tohru will meet Jackie and Jade there. Jackie and Jade track the pig to a farm where they try and convince the farmer to part with his prize winning pig. Later they return to 'sneak out' with the pig, and activate the pigs heat-beam eyes in the process. The farmer's two sons attack the 'pig rustlers'. Durrning the mele, the rooster's cage is knocked open and it takes off with the pig, literally (with the rooster on it's back, the pig can also levitate). Daolon and the D. C. Enforcers arrive to obtain both of the animals. In the final battle, the farmer's house is engulfed in the rooster's levitation field and Jade makes nice with the pig turing its heat beams on the D.C. Enforcers. Unfortunately, Daolon is able to drain both animals of their
Quest roles:
Clancy Brown, Adam Baldwin, James Hong, Frederick Coffin(Mr. MacDonald (voice))


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
19 October 2002, 00:00
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